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Embark on a digital journey tailored to organizational needs with BDO’s one-day Epic on Azure exploration workshop. 
Designed to swiftly evaluate the potential benefits of migrating your Epic system to Azure, this Epic on Azure Assessment 
combines efficiency with expert guidance to set the stage for a seamless transition.

BDO can help organizations explore an array of Epic on Azure features which can be tailored to help enhance system performance:

Disaster Recovery: BDO will scale the Epic 
system while mitigating risks and controlling 
costs. Through a multi-geo approach with low 
Recovery Time Objective (RTO) and Recovery 
Point Objective (RPO), organizational data can remain secure 
and accessible, helping ensure continuity even in the face of 
unexpected disruptions.

CRO & Analytics: Leveraging cloud-based 
AI and analytics, Epic on Azure can help 
drive meaningful outcomes for clinical staff 
and patients through enhanced decision-making processes, 
streamlined workflows, and better patient care experiences.

Non-Production Dev/Test: Epic on Azure offers 
advanced cloud resources for non-production 
development and testing environments. 
This allows organizations to right size 
environments on demand, promoting agility and efficiency                                          
in the development processes.

Production: Our implementation approach 
allows for a secure and scalable cloud 
environment. By helping reduce risks and enabling 
elasticity, BDO can provide a robust foundation 
that accommodates organizational growth and evolving             
needs seamlessly.

WORKSHOP PROCESS:

Overview of requirements, initiating a rapid and 
thorough information gathering phase. 

Intensive session dedicated to data and document 
collection within your Epic system. 

Focused analysis leveraging findings to start 
shaping preliminary recommendations. 

Interactive session to outline initial thoughts and 
strategize next steps.

WORKSHOP PROCESS WORKSHOP RESULTS

BDO also can provide a roadmap and plan for your Epic on 
Azure transformation, poised to achieve:

	X Substantial cost savings

	X Improved security

	X Scalability

	X Simplified infrastructure management

Don't miss this opportunity to unlock the full potential of Epic on Azure. Schedule your assessment and take the first 
step towards a more efficient and agile future.
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